Abstract-Currently existing subpixel motion estimation algorithms require interpolation of interpixel values which undesirably increases the overall complexity and data flow and deteriorates estimation accuracy. In this paper, we develop discrete cosine transform (DCT)-based techniques to estimate subpel motion at different desired subpel levels of accuracy in the DCT domain without interpolation. We show that subpixel motion information is preserved in the DCT of a shifted signal under some condition in the form of pseudophases, and we establish subpel sinusoidal orthogonal principles to extract this information. The proposed subpixel techniques are flexible and scalable in terms of estimation accuracy with very low computational complexity O(N 2 ) compared to O(N 4 ) for the full-search block-matching approach and its subpixel versions. Above all, motion estimation in the DCT domain instead of the spatial domain simplifies the conventional hybrid DCT-based video coder, especially the heavily loaded feedback loop in the conventional design, resulting in a fully DCT-based high-throughput video codec. In addition, the computation of pseudophases is local, and thus a highly parallel architecture is feasible for the DCT-based algorithms. Finally, simulation on video sequences of different characteristics shows comparable performance of the proposed algorithms to block-matching approaches.
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I. INTRODUCTION
A CCURATE estimation of displacement or location of a signal or image is important in many applications of signal and image processing such as time delay estimation [22] , target tracking [37] , noncontact measurement [2] , [41] , remote sensing [4] , [11] , computer vision [1] , image registration [8] , [39] , and so on. In video coding, motion estimation is proven to be very useful for the reduction of temporal redundancy. Therefore, a number of motion estimation algorithms have been devised solely for video coding [10] , [31] , and numerous VLSI architectures have been designed for practical video applications [35] . To further improve the compression rate, motion estimation with subpixel accuracy is essential because movements in a video sequence are not necessarily multiples of the sampling grid distance in the rectangular sampling grid of a camera. It is shown that significant improvement of coding gain can be obtained with motion estimation of half-pixel or finer accuracy [16] . Further investigation reveals that the temporal prediction error variance is generally decreased by subpixel motion compensation, but beyond a certain "critical accuracy," the possibility of further improving prediction by more accurate motion compensation is small [13] . As suggested in [12] , and [16] , motion compensation with 1/4-pel accuracy is sufficiently accurate for broadcast TV signals, but for videophone signals, half-pel accuracy is good enough. As a result, motion compensation with half-pel accuracy is recommended in MPEG standards [29] , [30] . Implementations of half-pel motion estimation have started to be realized [3] , [6] , [40] .
Many subpixel motion estimation schemes have been proposed over the years [1] , [10] , [31] . The most commonly used spatial-domain fractional-pel motion estimation algorithms such as the block-matching approach [9] , [12] , [28] , and the pel-recursive approach [32] , [33] require interpolation of images through bilinear, Lagrange, or other interpolation methods [36] . However, interpolation not only increases the complexity and data flow of a coder, but also may adversely affect the accuracy of motion estimates from the interpolated images [12] . It is more desirable that subpixel accuracy of motion estimates can be obtained without interpolating the images. In the category of frequency-domain methods, the phase correlation technique [38] , [42] , [23] is reported to provide accurate estimates without interpixel interpolation, but is based on the fast Fourier transform (FFT), which is incompatible with discrete cosine transform (DCT)-based video coding standards and requires a large search window at a high computational cost. Other FFT-based approaches such as in [17] , [21] also have similar drawbacks.
Due to the fact that the motion-compensated DCT-based hybrid approach is the backbone of several international video coding standards such as CCITT H.261 [14] , MPEG1 [29] , MPEG2 [30] , and the emerging HDTV [5] and H.263 [15] standards. It is more desirable to estimate motion with fractional-pel accuracy without any interpixel interpolation at a low computational cost in the DCT domain so that seamless integration of the motion compensation unit with the spatial compression unit is possible. More specifically, a conventional standard-compliant video coder is usually implemented as a hybrid DCT-based structure in Fig. 1(a) , which achieves spatial compression through the DCT and temporal compression through motion compensation traditionally accomplished in the spatial domain. In this hybrid structure, the feedback loop contains three major components: DCT, IDCT (inverse DCT), and SD-ME (spatial domain motion estimation). All incoming raw video data must traverse this heavily loaded feedback loop once in order to be encoded in the output bit stream. In addition to the disadvantage of having more hardware components, the throughput of the whole coder is also limited by the complexity of the loop. However, if motion can be estimated and compensated entirely in the transform domain, then DCT can be moved out of the loop and IDCT can be eliminated, resulting in a fully DCTbased video coder as shown in Fig. 1(b) where the feedback loop has only one major component, transform domain motion estimation (TD-ME) [24] , instead of three major components.
Based upon the concept of pseudophases in DCT coefficients and the sinusoidal orthogonal principles, a DCT-based integer-pel motion estimation scheme (DXT-ME) of very low computational complexity ( as opposed to for the widely used full search block-matching algorithm) was proposed in [19] , [20] to realize the fully DCT-based video coder design, as depicted in Fig. 2 and summarized in Table I . In this paper, we further explore this DCT-based concept at the subpixel level, and show that if the spatial sampling of images satisfies the Nyquist criterion, the subpixel motion information is preserved in the pseudophases of DCT coefficients of moving images. Furthermore, it can be shown that with appropriate modification, the sinusoidal orthogonal principles can still be applicable, except that an impulse function is replaced by a sinc function whose peak position reveals subpixel displacement. Therefore, exact subpixel motion displacement can be obtained without the use of interpolation. From these observations, we can develop a set of subpixel DCT-based motion estimation algorithms that are fully compatible with the integer-pel motion estimator for low-complexity and highthroughput video applications.
In this paper, we discuss the pseudophases carrying subpixel motion information in Section II, and the subpel sinusoidal orthogonal principles in Section III for objects moving out of synchronization with the sampling grid. In Section IV, we propose the DCT-based half-pel (HDXT-ME) and quarter-pel (QDXT-ME and Q4DXT-ME) motion estimation algorithms whose simulation results on actual video sequences of different characteristics are presented in Section V in comparison with the popular block-matching approaches. Finally, we conclude the major contributions of this paper in Section VI.
II. PSEUDOPHASES AT SUBPIXEL LEVEL

A. One-Dimensional Signal Model
Without loss of generality, let us consider the onedimensional model in which a continuous signal and its shifted version are sampled at a sampling frequency to generate two sample sequences and , respectively. Let us define the DCT and DST coefficients as 
we can show that the DCT/DST and DFT coefficients are related as follows:
for (4) for (5) where is the DFT of the zero-padded sequence defined as for for 
for (18) Using the sinusoidal relationship in (3) to change natural exponents back to cosine/sine, we finally obtain the relationship between and in the DCT/DST domain:
for (19) for (20) We conclude the result in the following theorem. (24) are the DCT and DST with and shifts in their kernels, respectively. Here, is the shift amount and is the sampling interval, but is not necessarily an integer.
B. Two-Dimensional Image Model
Consider a moving object casting a continuous intensity profile on a camera plane of the continuous coordinate where the subscript denotes the frame number. This intensity profile is then digitized on the fixed sampling grid of the camera with a sampling distance to generate the current frame of pixels shown in Fig. 3 (a) where and are integers. Further assume that the displacement of the object between the frames and is such that where and . Here, and are the integer components of the displacement, and and . Therefore as in Fig. 3(b) . Unlike the case of integer-pel movement, the displacement is not necessarily multiples of the sampling distance . In other words, and do not necessarily equal zero.
For integer-pel displacements, i.e., and , the pseudophases are computed by solving the pseudophase motion equation at [19] , [20] for (25) where is the pseudophase vector, and the system matrix and the vector are composed from the 2-D-DCT-II of and the 2-D-DCT-I of respectively:
Here, the 2-D-DCT-I's of are defined as (26) (27)
and the 2-D-DCT-II's of are defined as
where can be obtained from by a simple rotation, as shown in (34) , at the bottom of the next page, for and are computed and stored in memory in the previous encoding cycle.
However, for noninteger pel movement, we need to use (21) and (22) In (39), the pseudophase vector contains the information of the subpixel movement . In an ideal situation where one rigid object is moving translationally within the block boundary without observable background and noise, we can find explicitly in terms of and as such (46) (34)
III. SUBPEL SINUSOIDAL ORTHOGONALITY PRINCIPLES
In [19] , [20] , estimation of integer-pel displacements in DCT domain utilizes the sinusoidal orthogonal principles: (47) (48) where is the discrete impulse function and are integers. This is no longer valid at the subpixel level.
In (47) and (48), we replace the integer variables and by the real variables and and define (49) (50)
We show in the Appendix that (51) (52) where (53) If is so small that the second and higher order terms of can be ignored, then . Thus (54) where . For large is approximately a function whose largest peak can be identified easily at as depicted in Fig. 4 (a), where closely resembles , especially when is small. The slope of is also plotted in Fig. 4 (b), which shows the sharpness of . A closer look at (51) and (52) reveals that either or consists of functions and one extra term which is not desirable. In order to obtain a pure form of sinc functions similar to (47) and (48), we define two modified functions and as follows:
Then we can show that
Equations (55)- (58) are the equivalent form of the sinusoidal orthogonal principles (47) and (48) at the subpixel level. The functions on the right-hand side of the equations are the direct result of the rectangular window inherent in the DCT transform [34] . Fig. 5 (a) and (b) illustrates and respectively, where two functions are interacting with each other, but their peak positions clearly indicate the displacement. However, when the displacement is small (in the neighborhood of 0.5), and move close together and addition/subtraction of and changes the shape of and . As a result, neither nor looks like two functions, and the peak positions of and are different from those of and , as demonstrated in Fig. 5(c) and (d) , respectively, where the peak positions of and are 1.25 and 0.5, differing from the true displacement 0.75. In the extreme case, and cancel out each other when the displacement is such that as shown in Fig. 5(e) .
Fortunately, we can eliminate the adverse interaction of the two functions by simply adding and together since as depicted in Fig. 5(f) , where the sum behaves like a function and its peak position coincides with the displacement. Furthermore, due to the sharpness of this function, we can accurately pinpoint the peak position under a noisy situation, and in turn determine the motion estimate. This property enables us to devise flexible and scalable subpixel motion estimation algorithms in the subsequent sections.
IV. DCT-BASED FRACTIONAL-PEL MOTION ESTIMATION
In this section, we apply the subpixel sinusoidal orthogonal principles to develop an exact subpixel motion displacement scheme without the use of interpolation to estimate half-pel and quarter-pel movements for high-quality video applications.
A. DCT-Based Half-Pel Motion Estimation (HDXT-ME)
From (39) in Section II, we know that the subpixel motion information is hidden, although not obvious, in the pseudophases. To obtain subpixel motion estimates, we can directly compute the pseudophases in (39) , and then locate the peaks of the functions after applying the subpixel sinusoidal orthogonal principles (55)-(58) to the pseudophases. Alternatively, we can have better flexibility and scalability by first using the DXT-ME algorithm to get an integer-pel motion estimate, and then utilizing the pseudophase functions and computed in the DXT-ME algorithm as in Table I to increase estimation accuracy to half pel, due to the fact that (39) has exactly the same form as (25) . Specifically, based upon the subpixel sinusoidal orthogonal principles (55)-(58), the subpixel motion information can be extracted in the form of impulse functions with peak positions closely related to the displacement.
For the sake of flexibility and modularity in design and further reduction in complexity, we adopt the second approach to devise a motion estimation scheme with arbitrary fractional pel accuracy by applying the subpixel sinusoidal orthogonal principles to the pseudophase functions passed from the DXT-ME algorithm. The limitation of estimation accuracy will only be determined by the interaction effects of the functions as explained in Section III and the slope of the function at and around zero, and how well the subpixel motion information is preserved in the pseudophases after sampling.
We define and as follows:
Thus, from the subpixel sinusoidal orthogonal principles (55)-(58) and the definitions of and in Table I , we can show that
The rules to determine subpixel motion direction are summarized in Table II , and are similar to the rules in determination of integer-pel motion direction in [20] . Fig. 6 illustrates how to estimate subpixel displacements in the DCT domain. Fig. 6 (c) and (d) depict the input images of size 16 16 (i.e., ) and displaced from by (2.5, 2.5), respectively, at dB. These two images are sampled on a rectangular grid at a sampling distance from the continuous intensity profile for in Fig. 6(a) whose Fourier transform is bandlimited as in Fig. 6(b) to satisfy the condition in Theorem 1. Fig. 6 (e) and (f) shows the 3-D plots of the pseudophases and provided by the DXT-ME algorithm which also computes and as shown in Figs. 6(g) and (h) with peaks positioned at (3, 1) and (2, 2) corresponding to the integer-pel estimated displacement vectors (3, 2) and (2, 3), respectively, because only the first quadrant is viewed. As a matter of fact, and have large magnitudes at . To obtain an estimate at half-pel accuracy, we calculate and in (59) and (60), respectively, for as depicted in Fig. 6 (i) and (j), where the peaks can clearly be identified at (2.5, 1.5) corresponding to the motion estimate (2.5, 2.5) exactly equal to the true displacement vector, even though the two input images do not look alike. Note that the notation is an abbreviation of the range for . For comparison, and are also plotted in Fig. 6(k) and (l), respectively, for where smooth ripples are obvious due to the functions inherent in and of (61) and (62) and also have peaks at (2.5, 1.5).
Therefore, the DCT-based half-pel motion estimation algorithm (HDXT-ME) comprises three steps.
1) The DXT-ME algorithm estimates the integer components of the displacement as . 2) The pseudophase functions from the DXT-ME algorithm and are used to compute and for and from (59) and (60) In step 2), only those half-pel estimates around the integerpel estimate are considered due to the fact that the DXT-ME algorithm finds the nearest integer-pel motion estimate from the subpixel displacement. This will significantly reduce the number of computations without evaluating all possible half-pel displacements.
In step 3), the use of deals with the case of zero pseudophases when the displacement is . Specifically, if , then which leads to and . However, in a noisy situation, it is very likely that is not exactly zero, and thus neither is . Therefore, should be set very small, but large enough to accommodate the noisy case. In our experiment, is empirically chosen to be 0.08. Similar consideration is made on for . It is also possible that the peak positions of and differ in the noisy circumstances. In this case, the arbitration rule used in the DXT-ME algorithm may be applied [19] , [20] .
To demonstrate the accuracy of this HDXT-ME algorithm, we use a 16 16 dot image in Fig. 7(a) as input, and displace to generate the second input image according to the true motion field shown in Fig. 7(b) through the bilinear interpolating function specified in the MPEG standard [29] which interpolates the value from four neighboring pixel values for being integers and in the following way:
(67) Fig. 7(c) shows the estimated motion field by the HDXT-ME algorithm which is exactly the same as the true motion field. Fig. 8(a) -(c) further illustrates estimation accuracy for halfpel motion estimation schemes using peak information from , and , respectively. In Fig. 8(a) , the " " line indicates peak positions of found in the index range for a block size with respect to different true displacement values . The " " line specifies the final estimates after determination of motion directions from the peak signs of according to the rules in Table II . These estimates are shown to align with the reference line , implying their correctness. For the true displacement , for all and is used to decide whether the estimate should be set to . In Fig. 8(b) , is used instead of , but is always positive, inferring that no peak sign can be exploited to determine motion direction. In Fig. 8(c) , provides accurate estimates without adjustment for all true displacement values but the index range must include negative indexes, i.e., .
In the HDXT-ME algorithm, step 2) involves only nine and values at and around . Since and are variants of inverse 2-D-DCT-II, the parallel and fully pipelined 2-D-DCT lattice structure proposed in [7] , [26] , and [27] can be used to compute and at a cost of operations in steps. Furthermore, the searching in step 3) requires operations for one step. Thus, the computational complexity of the HDXT-ME algorithm is in total.
B. DCT-Based Quarter-Pel Motion Estimation (QDXT-ME and Q4DXT-ME)
In Section III, we mention that the interaction of two functions in and from (51) and (52) disassociates the peak locations with the displacement for . In spite of this, in the HDXT-ME algorithm, we can still accurately estimate half-pel displacements by locating the peaks of for true displacements and indexes if is introduced to deal with the case for . However, at the quarter-pel level, it does cause estimation errors around as indicated in Fig. 8(d) , where the peaks of stay at for true displacements varying over . As mentioned in Section III, the sum of and is a pure function, and thus the adverse interaction is eliminated. As a result, the peak position of this sum can be used to predict precisely the displacement at either half-pel level or quarter-pel level as demonstrated in Fig. 8(c) and (f), respectively. However, for two-dimensional images, or has four functions as in (61) or (62). Since the DXT-ME algorithm provides two pseudophase functions and , only and are available for subpixel estimation. In this case, the sum of and can only annihilate two functions, leaving two functions as given by (68) Even though this sum is not a single function, the estimation error of using this sum is limited to 1/4 pixel for the worst case when true displacements are either 0.75 or 0.25.
The above discussion leads to the DCT-based quarter-pel motion estimation algorithm (QDXT-ME) as follows.
1) The DXT-ME algorithm computes the integer-pel estimate . 2) and are calculated from and in (59) and (60), respectively, for the range of indexes . 3) Search the peak position of over , i.e.,
The estimated displacement vector is obtained as follows:
Step 3) is based on the fact that if and only if . This QDXT-ME algorithm follows the same procedure as HDXT-ME, except for the search region and using the sum of and . Therefore, QDXT-ME has the same computational complexity as HDXT-ME.
If we modify the DXT-ME algorithm to provide the other two pseudophase functions and in addition to and , we can compute and in the following way:
Then we can show that (73) This sum 1 contains only one without any negative interaction effect whose peak is sharp at . This leads to another quarter-pel motion estimation algorithm (Q4DXT-ME), which can accurately estimate all displacements at the quarter-pel or even finer level.
1) Find the integer-pel estimate by the DXT-ME algorithm.
2) Obtain four pseudophases , and from the modified DXT-ME algorithm. Compute , and for the range of indexes . 3) Search the peak position of over : . The estimated displacement vector is then the peak position . 9 shows the procedure to estimate a quarter-pel displacement with input images and sampled from the continuous intensity profile and its shift where and as shown in Fig. 9(a) and (b) . Fig. 9 (c) and (d) plots and whose peaks are both at corresponding to the integer-pel estimate . Fig. 9 (e) and (f) shows the graphs of and at the quarter-pel level where the estimate is found to be (2.75, 2.75. Similar to the half-pel case, Fig. 7 (e) and (f) demonstrates the accuracy of the estimated motion fields determined by the QDXT-ME and Q4DXT-ME algorithms, respectively, as compared to the true motion field in Fig. 7(d) . The first input image to both algorithms is a bandlimited dot image in Fig. 7 , and the second input image is generated by shifting with respect to the true motion field in Fig. 7(d) through the bilinear interpolation. Although not obvious in the graphs, the estimates of QDXT-ME around have an estimation error up to a quarter pixel, whereas Q4DXT-ME gives us perfect estimation. two sequences: "Miss America" (HMS) with slow head and shoulder movement accompanying with occasional eye and mouth opening, and "Infrared Car" (HCA) with a moving car viewed by a slightly shaking infrared camera. The performance of the DCT-based algorithms is compared with the fullsearch block-matching algorithm (BKM-ME) and its subpixel counterparts in terms of mean square error per pixel (MSE) and bits per sample (BPS). Here, MSE is defined as MSE where is the reconstructed image predicted from the original image based upon the estimated displacement vector . BPS is computed as the ratio of the total number of bits required for a motion-compensated residual frame compressed in JPEG format to the number of pixels for each frame. For all of the MSE values computed in the experiment, the bilinear interpolation in (67) is used for comparison to reconstruct images displaced by a fractional pixel because the bilinear interpolation is used in MPEG standards for motion compensation [29] , [30] . We deliberately choose to use the same spatial-domain motion compensation method for different motion estimation approaches to give us a fair comparison within the scope of this paper. Furthermore, once the motion vector is estimated, this motion estimate will be sent and used by any standard-compliant decoder which may reconstruct the image by means of spatial domain methods. Therefore, it is meaningful to compare by means of the same spatial technique. For visual comparison, all residual images, generated by subtracting the original images from the reconstructed frames predicted by various motion estimation schemes, are displayed after the saturation level is reset to 25 instead of 255 to make small pixel values of the residual images be visible. In addition, the needle maps for the estimated motion fields are superimposed on the corresponding residual images.
As usual, the integer-pel BKM-ME algorithm minimizes the MAD (minimum absolute difference) function of the block over the search area such that
In the simulation, two levels of subpixel block-matching motion estimation algorithms are implemented for comparison. 1) Half-Pel Full-Search Block-Matching Algorithm (HBKM-ME)-Similar to BKM-ME, HBKM-ME searches for the displacement of minimum MAD value among the integer-pel motion estimate and eight points of half-pel displacements around the integer-pel estimate as such:
Searching around the integer-pel estimate instead of all possible half-pel displacements is recommended in MPEG standards to significantly reduce the overall computational complexity.
2) Quarter-Pel Full-Search Block-Matching Algorithm (QBKM-ME)-After the integer-pel full search blockmatching (BKM-ME) motion estimation, QBKM-ME considers all half-pel and quarter-pel displacements around the integer-pel motion estimate in finding the minimum MAD value. Precisely, the estimated In addition to the full search block-matching approaches, we also compare with three kinds of fast-search block-matching algorithms for integer-pel, half-pel, and quarter-pel accuracy: the three-step search algorithm (TSS, HTSS, QTSS), the logarithmic search algorithm (LOG, HLOG, QLOG), and the subsampled search algorithm (SUB, HSUB, QSUB) [25] . It should be noted that all half-and quarter-pixel values for the block-matching schemes are approximated by the bilinear interpolation. However, for the DCT-based subpixel algorithms, no interpolation is needed in finding the motion estimates. Therefore, the number of operations required by HBKM-ME and QBKM-ME (even for the fast search algorithms) are twice and four times as much as BKM-ME, respectively, whose computational complexity is , whereas the DCTbased subpixel algorithms have only a marginal increase in computations over DXT-ME of which the computational complexity is . In the following simulation, simple edge extraction and frame differentiation are adopted for preprocessing input images before the DCT-based algorithms to cope with the case where a block contains only part of a moving object instead of an object moving entirely inside a block, as described in detail in [19] , [18] . Either preprocessing scheme adds in only operations as overhead, keeping the total complexity remain . Simulation is made on the "Infrared Car" sequence which has 96 112 pixels and a moving car along the curved road viewed from a slightly shaking infrared camera. The original tenth frame is shown in Fig. 10(a) , and the preprocessed tenth frames (edge extracted and frame differentiated) are shown in Fig. 10(b) and (c) , respectively, where the differentiated frame contains only very small pixel values, and thus need be displayed after the visualization process; otherwise, its contents will be invisible. These small DIF values indicate only slight camera and car motion in this sequence.
The MSE and BPS values for both the block-matching approaches and the DXT-ME algorithm are plotted in Figs. 11 and 12 to compare the performances of the block-matching approaches and the DXT-ME algorithm preprocessed by frame differentiation and edge extraction with half-pel and quarterpel accuracy, respectively. These performance curves are summarized in Table III , showing that the DXT-ME algorithm is better than the full-search block-matching algorithm for either half-pel or quarter-pel motion estimation in terms of MSE and BPS values. In Table III , the MSE difference of a motion estimation algorithm indicates how well the algorithm performs in terms of the MSE criterion in comparison to the full-search block-matching method. The MSE ratio shows this difference in percentage. Therefore, a negative MSE ratio means that the algorithm outperforms the BKM algorithm in terms of MSE. Similarly, the BPS ratio is the indicator of the performance of a motion estimation algorithm in terms of BPS. In Table III , the following observations should be noted.
• For the integer pel accuracy, the MSE ratios for the DCTbased approaches are small positive numbers, but the MSE ratios for the DCT-based half-pel and quarter-pel algorithms are negative. Especially for the edge-extracted HDXT-ME, the MSE ratio indicates that HDXT-ME is 12.3% better than HBKM-ME in terms of MSE values.
For quarter-pel accuracy, the edge extracted Q4DXT-ME is 3.9% better than QBKM-ME. In contrast, other fast block-based subpixel motion estimation algorithms have the same MSE value as BKM.
• In terms of BPS, the full-pel frame differentiated DCTbased approach is slightly better than BKM, whereas the edge extracted half-pel and quarter-pel DCT-based approaches are better in general than the subpel BKM counterparts. In particular, the edge-extracted half-pel HDXT method is 4.9% better than the half-pel BKM approach in terms of BPS values. • In general, the edge-extracted subpel DCT-based approaches are better for this sequence than the framedifferentiated counterparts. From the simulation results on the "Infrared Car" sequence, the subpel DCT-based approaches are not only better in terms of much less computational complexity, but also are better in terms of achieving smaller MSE and BPS values than the subpel block-matching approaches because of their interpolation-free characteristics.
The other sequence in our simulation is "Miss America" (HMS) in QCIF format whose frame size is 176 144. The original frame 83 is shown in Fig. 13(a) and the preprocessed frames in Fig. 13(b) and (c) , where the differentiated frame is once again displayed after the visualization process. The white spots in Fig. 13(c) indicate only slow head and shoulder motion in this sequence.
Figs. 14 and 15 display, in terms of the MSE and BPS values, the performances of the block-matching approaches and the DXT-ME algorithm preprocessed by frame differentiation and edge extraction with half-pel and quarter-pel accuracy, respectively. These performances are summarized by averaging over the sequence in Table IV . Even though the frame-differentiated DXT-ME is better than the edge-extracted DXT-ME by achieving only 9.2% worse than BKM-ME, edge extraction seems to provide better improvement of the DXT-ME algorithm than frame differentiation for subpixel motion estimation. The coding gain from subpixel motion estimation is obvious when we compare how much improvement we can have from integer-pel accuracy to half-pel and even quarter-pel accuracy:
• HBKM-ME has 47.03% less MSE value or 12.24% less BPS value than BKM-ME, whereas QBKM-ME has 60.76% less MSE or 17.78% less BPS than BKM-ME; • edge-extracted HDXT-ME has 45.36 % less MSE value or 12.95% less BPS value than edge-extracted DXT-ME, whereas edge-extracted QDXT-ME has 59.79% less MSE or 18.18% less BPS.
VI. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we develop the DCT-based subpixel motion estimation techniques based on the subpel sinusoidal orthogonal principles and preservation of subpixel motion information in DCT coefficients under the Nyquist condition. These techniques can estimate subpixel motion in the DCT domain without any interpixel interpolation at a desired level of accuracy, particularly suitable for slow object movement. Equally applicable to other areas as well, the proposed techniques are applied to video coding, and result in DCT-based half-pel and quarter-pel motion estimation algorithms (HDXT-ME, QDXT-ME, Q4DXT-ME) which estimate motion with half-pel or quarter-pel accuracy without interpolation of input images. This results in significant savings in computational complexity for interpolation and far less data flow compared to the conventional block-matching methods on interpolated images. Also, the resulting algorithms are more suitable for VLSI implementation [7] , [27] . Furthermore, it avoids the deterioration of estimation precision caused by interpolation required in most current subpixel motion estimation schemes. In addition, the proposed DCT-based subpixel motion estimation technique and the resulting algorithms are scalable in the sense that higher estimation accuracy can be provided easily by applying the same subpel sinusoidal orthogonal principles without recomputing pseudophases. Therefore, flexible fully DCT-based codec design is possible because the same hardware can support different levels of required accuracy. Meanwhile, the computational complexity of the DCT-based algorithms is only compared to for BKM-ME or its subpixel versions. Finally, HDXT-ME, QDXT-ME, and Q4DXT-ME are DCT based, enabling us to build a lowcomplexity and high-throughput fully DCT-based video coder.
APPENDIX
Equations (51)-(53) in Section III are derived as follows:
